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in the Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency in tokamaks.
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Abstract. To maintain the ignition state in a tokamak fusion reactor, a control must be
performed on the population of alpha-products, and this implies the ability to diagnose those aparticles. It is studied here whether the detection of emission radiated in the ion cyclotron range
of frequency by a reactor plasma can provide useful information concerning fusion products,
especially concerning their density profile. It is shown that the detection of the radiation emitted
by the fast alpha particules along their cyclotron motion can give access to moments of their
distribution function. This requires to compute the phase of the emitted field, using a full-wave
approach. Such a technique allows to set in a convenient way the inverse problem of the
determination of the emitting cc-particles distribution through the radiation detection. A brief
analysis of the expected situation in a reactor-relevant plasma is given. In parallel, the 1-D fullwave code developed in this frame is also useful for studying the physics of Fast Wave plasma
heating. It enables to take into account the mode conversion of the Fast Wave into the Ion
Bernstein Wave that appears near each ion cyclotron resonance. Results show that higher order
terms may significantly alter the energy partitioning, in hot plasma cases involving mode
conversion heating and/or ion cyclotron high harmonics heating.

PACS Nbs : 52.25 (Emission /Absorption - plasmas)
52.50 G (Radio Wave Radiation - plasma heating)
52.70 (Radio Wave Radiation - plasma diagnostics)
52.55 F (Tokamaks)
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I) INTRODUCTION
The study of tokamak plasma emission in the Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF)
is motivated by diagnostic purposes1'2'3'4 in controlled fusion researches. This radiation, still not
completely investigated, should indeed bring relevant information concerning the population of
fusion products in a reactor. In order to describe this rf emission, we previously have used a
fluid approach where electromagnetic energy fluxes were determined solving the master
equation on photon density5. This fluid approach brings a good physical insight to the problem
and allows to interpret the main features observed on rf power measurements. However, it
shows that the determination of the fast emitting particle density is not accessible through power
measurements only. In fact, one must compute both the local energy and the phase of the
radiated waves, in order to access the density of emitters. In the following, we demonstrate that
a full-wave computation fulfils that goal. The fluid model also fails in presence of wave vector
singularities, for which the WKB description is no more valid. Thus, the fluid computation is
impossible around the fundamental n=l harmonic layer, even with a cold plasma description of
the propagation. Furthermore, the emission spectra involve several cyclotron harmonics, where
the Fast Wave (FW) can convert to a shorter wavelength "hot plasma" mode, namely the Ion
Bernstein Waves (IBW). Since we do not know on which mode the power is preferably emitted,
and since the coupling between modes can be important, it is necessary to consider selfconsistently all the possible modes. The emission model thus faces the same difficulty as the
plasma rf absorption description, namely the fact that the interaction of the FW with the plasma
is not satisfactorily described by a WKB description in the vicinity of singular regions. This
represents a severe drawback as the interaction is maximum precisely in those regions. The
local computation of the complete wave field with full-wave calculation thus appears necessary,
making the rf emission and absorption problems quite similar.

In this paper, our concern is to show how a full-wave description of the wave-plasma
interaction can be used to monitor the alpha particle population, giving the physical basis of a
possible rf emission diagnostic. We show that rf-probe correlation data can be used in order to
diagnose the alpha particles distribution function, thanks to a full-wave calculation. Most of the
technical difficulty lies in the relevant full-wave code: this includes the description of the waveparticle interaction which should be detailed enough for high cyclotron harmonics frequencies
and precise enough to follow the short wave length modes. We thus chose to restrict to a 1-D
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tokamak geometry, assuming that the basic physics of the emission is not dominated by the
poloidal effects. The resulting 1-D full-wave code is called VICE (Variational Ion Cyclotron
Emission). The extension of such a full-wave tool to a more sophisticated 2-D description,
fundamental for computing the absorption of externally launched coherent waves6, can be
envisaged, though it would require a huge numerical effort.
We follow here the same formalism developed in the MHD stability calculations in
magnetised plasmas7 and used in the 2-D ALCYON full wave code8'9. A complete set of fullwave equations is written through a variational formulation, well adapted to a numerical
treatment. For a given external current in the antenna straps, ALCYON computes the
electromagnetic field, including the effects of the passing and trapped particles orbits in the
tokamak configuration (the 2-D full wave computation is performed for each independent
toroidal harmonic). An hamiltonian formalism is used both for the particle trajectories and for
the wave-particle interaction and has the advantages that the explicit use of angle-action
variables is well-adapted to the geometry of charged particle motion in a tokamak and that one
explicitely control the approximations made on the particle trajectories and on their interaction
with the wave. In the ALCYON code, the hamiltonian of the wave-particle interaction is
expanded up to the first order in Larmor radius, giving access to the first and second cyclotron
harmonics. The hamiltonian description of the problem naturally imposes the vector and scalar
potentials (A and U) as the unknown fields. Moreover the introduction of a gauge is not
necessary since the truncature in the Larmor radius expansion of the interaction hamiltonian
already solves the indetermination10. Finally, in the present 2-D ALCYON code, the FW is
approximated8 using A//=0.

For power absorption computations, the 1-D code VICE is thus complementary to the
previous 2-D ALCYON code: the details of the 2-D tokamak geometry are neglected to the
benefit of a higher-order description of the wave particle interaction and of a full-wave selfconsistent computation of the "hot plasma" short wavelength modes. Expansion in Larmor
radius is extended up to third order, and a free polarisation is kept. In the 1-D VICE code, the
(1-D) propagation & absorption of such "hot-plasma" modes is then completely resolved. This
allows us to study mode conversion heating11 or higher ion cyclotron heating scenarios12'13'14.
On the other hand, the rf emission problem is clearly based on the 1-D link between cyclotron
frequency and major radius. A 2-D description would only provide details to the general
features, such as poloidal field structure, detailed geometry effects... We assume here that those
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features remain negligible. We thus found that the development of a 1-D version was a
significant step to be achieved.

The present paper is organised as follows :
- Part II recalls the general features of the ALCYON full wave formalism and the way to
access information concerning the distribution function of emitting particles from the time
correlation of measurements done on a given set of rf probes. A procedure for experimental
analysis is suggested.
- Part III presents the details of the 1-D development of this formalism. Some key points
on numerics are given and a special attention is paid to the procedure of the VICE code
validation.
- Part IV is devoted to results of the VICE code. Some illustrate the rf power absorption
calculation capability in presence of a third cyclotron harmonic heating and also in mode
conversion heating scenarios. Finally, a detailed illustration of the rf emission data processing is
given.

II) rf ABSORPTION AND EMISSION

A. Limits of the WKB approach
Several techniques have been proposed in the past for deriving the adequate wave
equations for the calculation of the electromagnetic field in singular regions. First approaches
consists in transforming the dispersion equation into a differential equation through an inverse
Fourier transform. When the hot dielectric tensor is expanded in powers of kj_p, each term kxn
is interpreted as a space derivative 3 x n E = (-i k x ) n E of the electric field E, where dx designates
the spatial gradient. A polynomial dispersion equation of order N thus leads to a partial
differential equation of order N :
N

Xajkjq
q=l

N
= 0

-> ^ ( - i a j q E

=0

(l)

q=l

The resulting wave equations can be solved analytically through contour integrals15'16. Such
techniques allowed early comprehension of singular layers such as cyclotron or two-hybrid
mode conversion layers 17 ' 18 ' 19 .
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However, as stated in 1983 by Colestock and Kashuba20, there is an ambiguity in the
inverse Fourier transform of a term ak (kx)k when the ak coefficient depends on the space
variable x. For instance, the term 3x(akE) cannot simply be Fourier transformed in -iakkxE- The
extra-term E9x(ak) can be neglected in the Fourier transform only if the gradient length of the ak
coefficient is small compared to the mode wave length. Unfortunately, this is never true near
the singular layers. In order to write the complete differential equations, a direct derivation from
the Maxwell-Vlasov equations is thus necessary. The technique proposed by Colestock
appears as a resolution in the Fourier space but takes into account the non local dependence of
the dielectric tensor in this space. More recently, Martin21, Vaclavik22 and Jaeger23 proposed a
derivation of the field equations in the real space starting from the Maxwell-Vlasov equations,
similar on several points to the technique used here7.

For the mode conversion problem, the conversion of the FW to shorter wave length
modes can be expressed in terms of four global coefficients : the reflection

(RFW),

transmission

(Tpw), absorption (AFW) coefficients and the conversion (CFW) coefficient24. More recently25,
Lashmore-Davis and Bers proposed a set of equations that deliver the values of those reflection,
transmission, conversion and absorption coefficients in reasonably good agreement with more
complete numerical resolutions. Since the full-wave description is needed in the conversion
regions, some authors suggest to connect the local full wave solutions to the WKB solutions
derived outside the singular regions 26 ' 27 . In the study of Ion Cyclotron Emission, the
frequencies of interest imply the presence of several cyclotron layers within the plasma, i.e. of
several conversion/absorption regions. It thus appears that a global full wave modelling is
required here. In order to follow all existing modes and several ion cyclotron resonances, a
finite Larmor radius expansion is also necessary. In such a full wave resolution, the amplitude
of each present mode is directly determined28.

B. Derivation of the formalism

A comprehensive description of the variational formalism can be found in ref. 7 and 29.
Shortly, the resolution of the field equations is equivalent to the extremalisation of a functionnal
of the vector and scalar potentials A and U. This functionnal is decomposed in three parts : the
so-called "Maxwellian" functionnal L Max , "antenna" functionnal Lant and "particle" functionnal
•'parf
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(2)

with
= " j (JMax-A* - pMax-U*) dx
= J Cjpart-A* - ppart-U*) dx
. L ant = j (Jant-A* - pant-U*) dx
where X* denotes the complex conjugate of X, j M a x and pMax the current and charge density
solution of the Maxwell equations, j p a r t and p part the current and charge density in the plasma,
jam a n d pant the current and charge density in the antenna, and x is the configuration space
variable. The extremalisation of the functionnal L is equivalent to:

jpart+ jam = JMax and

p p a r t + p a m = PMax

Note that the present approach is consistent with the usual electromagnetism Lagrangian
approach when the rf wave field is considered as a perturbation compared to the equilibrium
field. A first order expansion of the Lagrangian shows that the Maxwellian functionnal L max is
the field Lagrangian, and the particle functionnal Lpart

is the field-particle interaction

Lagrangian. The Lagrangian of the free particles is of higher order in this frame and is thus
neglected.
The Maxwellian functionnal, real in all cases, reads :
L\iax = J dx feoco2A - — rot rot A - icoeoUV* - (icoeodiv(A)

The wave-particle interaction description lies in the particle functionnal. The particle
motion is described by the hamiltonian function HT:

satisfying the hamilton equations:
3H T
dx

9£ . a H j
~' dt ' dp

=dx
~ dt

The potentials AT, UT and the hamiltonian HT are then linearised and time Fourier analysed
using:
XT = Xo + (X exp(icot) + X* exp(-icot))
where Xo is the non perturbed value, and X the first order perturbation term. The first order
interaction hamiltonian amplitude then reads:
H(x,p) = - e vo(x,p) A(x) + e U(x)
where v 0 = (p-eA0(x))/m is the unperturbed velocity and m the particle mass.
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The unperturbed particle trajectories are described through a set of action-angle
variables7'30 Jk, <|>k, [k=l,2,3]. The Jk are constants of motion of the unperturbed trajectories, and
the <t>k vary linearly with time <t>k=c0kt + cte. Here 0^ = 0^ (J)= 3H0/3Jk are the three characteristic
frequencies of the unperturbed quasiperiodical motion. The perturbed distribution function and
hamiltonian are thus expanded as:
F(J,<D)=

I

fN(J)exp(iNk4>k)

N=[N1,N2,N3]

H(J,<|>)=

I

h N .(J)exp(iN' k $ k )

(3)

N'=[N'i,N'2,N'3]

The particle functionnal then becomes:
_ fn e^ |A
|A(x)P
N k lh N P9fo
f
dx
m
Lppart--J
art--J
J
^
m

and in the case of maxwellian distribution functions, it reads:
co lhNP fo(J)
fn e^ IU(x)P
_ ff
_
fj 2
dX
-J
- j
T
Lpart-J
dX - j 2 - ^ + N ^ T
T
where co is the wave frequency, n=ffo(p) dp, e, m and f0 being the density, charge, mass and
equilibrium distribution function of each considered species. The total Lpart functionnal is the
sum of functionnals corresponding to each species. Each given N=[Ni, N2, N3] set brings a
resonant contribution to the particle functionnal in the neighbourhood of co+l^cok^O, as long as
the perturbation amplitude

IIINI2 is

simultaneously non zero. Ihjsjl2 derives from the expansion of

the interaction hamiltonian on the action-angle variables and depends on the local fields A and
U.
Few approximations are necessary to derive Eq. (5). All the quantities are linearised to
the first order (fluctuating rf fields, particle hamiltonian, and distribution function) leading to a
self-consistent linearised Maxwell-Vlasov system. The introduction of action-angle variables
then allows a full separation between the perturbed and unperturbed motions of particles.
i) The specific expression used for [J,<t>] contains the detail of the trajectory description,
and is usually derived from an expansion in aspect ratio a/R.
ii) The expression of the h^ coefficients contains the precision kept in the interaction
description. It is derived from an expansion in the Larmor radius p that leads to successive
powers of the (p.grad) operator applied to the potentials A and U. This is equivalent to the kip
expansion (kjL designating the local wave vector) in the W.K.B. approach.
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Once the L functionnal (2) is derived, its extremalisation with regard to A* and U* leads
to a linear system of differential equations, which unknowns are A and U. With the solution A
and U potentials, the power absorbed by each plasma species is obtained by:
Wm = - 2 Re ( j jpan-E* dx) = - 2 co Im (Lpart)

(6)

Note that the continuity equation involving the current density and the charge density has been
used in Eq. (6). The electric and magnetic
fields in the cavity are given by:
"C>
B = rot A
E = -ico A-gradU

n ,
{/)

In the following, we consider a discrete configuration space. The differential system then
becomes a matrix system:
MX = I

(8)

where the vector X=[Ak,UiJ contains the discrete values of A and U, the vector I contains the
source terms jam and p.^ , and M is the matrix expressing the plasma response. We also set pant
=0 and define the G and R matrices by E = GX and I = R j a n t . The electric field E is formally
linked to the antenna current through:
E = GM-iRj a n t = V(jant)

(9)

C. rf emission data processing
Once the V= G M -1 R operator is built, this tool can be used to process the emission data
measured by rf probes. Let us emphasize that this technique is independent of the way the field
is computed, but simply requires the knowledge of the V operator in Eq. (9).
One way of computing the field radiated by the plasma is to assume that each particle
behaves as a single emitter. A particle p of charge e, of velocity v p , located at position x p ,
behaves like a "micro-antenna" of current j p = e v p 8 (x-xp)

radiating the electric field

E p = V(jp). The total field radiated by the plasma is obtained as a sum over all the emitting
particles. The elementary currents j p emit with a random phase and a statistical treatment is
necessary31. The drawback of such an approach is that emission and absorption processes are
treated separately, i.e. not self-consistently.

In the present approach, we use the fact that data detected with an rf probe (A) can be
linked directly to moments of the emitting distribution function. In the following, we consider
electric probes consisting of an ideal wire. It is assumed that this wire has a sufficiently small
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section so that the electric field EA is identical outside and inside the conductor. The detected
power

PA

is related to the current in the probe

IACO and to the field

EA using (9) : EA=V(JF.). As

usual in inverse problems resolution, we consider this power as being a scalar product, allowing
us to introduce29'32'33 the conjugated operator V+:

PA

= eAco IACO = < V J F IJ A > = < J F I V+ J A >

(10)

where the scalar product is defined as a space integral <a!b>= J a.b* dx, JA is the current density
in probe A and IA(0 and £A(B are the measured probe current and voltage for the CO frequency.
Equation (10) states that the problem of emission of the field EA by the fluctuating current
density JF in a "real" plasma (characterised by V) is equivalent to the problem of the absorption
of the "virtual" field E'A = V + J A excited by the probe current density JA, and propagating in a
"virtual" plasma (characterised by V + ). The power detected in probe A then reads:
PA=<JFIE'A>

(11)

where Jp is a sum over plasma particles p:
p)

(12)

In Eq. (11), and for each particle p, we must evaluate the interaction term 8A = e v p E'A- Its
expansion on the action-angle variables can be directly derived from the expansion (3) of the
perturbed hamiltonian by formally setting U=0 and E' <=> -A. In the following, we consider two
distinct probes (A) and (B). The decomposition on the angle-action variables (Jk,(|>k) of the
corresponding virtual fields is noted:
/E'A\
V raisid)!
e v p ( g. I = ^ Z u l b (T)\ exP(1-^k(!>k) + complex conjugate

(13)

N

In the presence of two distinct probes (A) and (B), the time correlation of the voltages
reads in Fourier space:
r

(,T\

C A B ( C O ) =

£

ACO • eBco'
5(CO-CO)

where eAm and EBCO1 are the voltages measured in the two probes A and B for the frequency co and
co'. Using in Eq. (13) <|>k = cokt + ^ the voltage eA(o derives from (10), (11 ) and (12):
£Aco =

where <>
|°

27il^J d t e"i0X £ I

a N exp (iNkp((okpt + <))Jp ) )

is an initial random phase, the summation on p refers to particles as in Eq. (13),

N=(Ni,N 2 ,N 3 ) and .the summation in the exponential on k=l, 2, 3 is implicit. It then comes:
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(14)

where
v|/(t,t') = N k p cokp t - N' mp ' comp< f
and where the initial phase factor is:

Using the usual random phase approximation34 in (14), the only contributing terms are
obtained with the terms vj/o=O, p = p' and N = N' corresponding to distinct particles or to distinct
modes having a one to one counterpart and do not contribute statistically. This approximation
allows us not to specify the phase distribution of the emitting particles to determine the total
field radiated. It is obviously justified by the large amount of emitters. Moreover, we do not
consider here the possible correlations existing between different frequencies co^co' due to
particles (essentially ions) emitting coherent waves of continuously varying frequency along
their trajectories. In the following, we concentrate on correlations at a given frequency co.
Nevertheless, in cases where the level of phase decorrelation is low enough along the trajectory
of a given fast ion, a correlation between emissions at different locations and at different
frequencies may exist. This may provide detailed information concerning the fast particle
trajectories, and open the way to a new type of fast ion diagnostic, out of the scope of this paper.

Introducing now % = t -1', (14) becomes:
FA
f D ,,, *
t
A ( 0 • fcBco — Air2l

f H t p i ( C d - C O ) t V V f H T 3 M h x T * P K N L - COI<.-CO')T
K
K
J U L C V
/
^ ^ J U L" NU N c

T

and with the above mentionned restrictions, it leads to:
CAB(W)

= f-^T" X

a

N bN* S(Nkcok - co)

The sum over the particles p can be rewritten as a sum over all species j and an integral over the
distribution function ij:
Cab(co)= r j -

lJ(27C)3dJ
1

fj(J)Sa N b N *8(N k co k -co)

(15)

IN

where IAco and IB(0 are the currents in the probes (A) and (B) and where the integration is
performed on the action variables J. The correlation of data measured simultaneously on the
two probes can then be computed when the distribution functions fj of the emitting particles is
known. But the reverse procedure, giving the distribution function fj from the correlation data,
is not explicit. The resolution of such inverse problems, usually performed implementing
iterative techniques or non linear interpolators (neural networks), is detailed in the next
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paragraph. Let us simply stress here that the presence of f/J) in Eq. (15) gives access to the
determination of the density of emitters.
In order to compute the correlation (15), one must finally compute the coefficients a^
and bN associated with the virtual fields E' A and E' B . Those are obtained using:
EA' = M+j A

and EB' = M + j B

The conjugate matrix M + is given by M + = R+ V+ G+.

D. Correlation data processing
With a numerical full-wave tool implementing the above equations, we are able to
compute a "test" power correlation CAB1 of two probes (A) and (B). This calculation is performed,
for a given frequency, with the experimental current densities but for a given test distribution
function fal of the emitting particles:
CAB^CABCJAJB^CC 1 )

The current densities JA and JB circulating in each probe can be determined with the help of an
adequate antenna model. For instance, in the case of a purely resistive wire (resistance R and
section 5S), it comes: j= £ /(R.5S).
The "test" power correlation CABl is then compared to the "experimental" correlation
CABexP directly deduced from the measured voltages of each probe, £A(0 and ee(t). The emitting
distribution function faexp is then found by a standard estimation iteration (Fig. 1): an iterative
process of successive calculations of CAB1 in which the distribution function parameters are
varied leads to the determination of faexp- The uniqueness problem is not trivial in principle: two
different distribution functions could lead to the same correlation. However, this problem is
mostly academic since physical constraints on the shape of the distribution function fa(x,v)
undoubtely allows to alleviate this difficulty: it is for instance possible to constrain fal to be a
"slowing down" distribution function, isotropic in velocity space, as it is infered for a fusion
products35. The only unknown parameter then remains the local density n a , only depending on
the minor radius p. In a first step, one even can assume the density profile n a (p), focussing only
on its central value. In that case, the acquisition of the correlation for a single frequency should
be sufficient. The acquisition of a broad frequency range spectrum of the correlation (yet free of
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other dominant physical phenomena such as instabilities) allows more freedom on the
distribution function parametrization and more detailed information can be available (radial
profile of alpha particle density). Lastly, the extension to one-to-one correlations between
several distinct probes should give access to further information on the emitting population such
as radial profile of the equivalent temperature Ta(p), or radial profile of anisotropy in velocity
space: (Ti/T//).
The calculations of the correlation CAB1

m tne

iterative procedure involve a limited range

of parameter values (shape and amplitude of density and temperature profiles, magnetic field,
frequency, e t c . ) . To speed up the iteration, it is possible to pre-compute the most probable
situations in parameter space and to use an adequate interpolator such as a neural network. Such
a procedure could allow a fast determination of the key parameters concerning the distribution
function fa, and even gives the opportunity to feed back control

a fusion reactor.

Ill) IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 1-D VICE FULL WAVE CODE
In this part, we determine the M matrix i.e. the full wave tool itself. For the sake of
completeness, the technical sections are given in appendix.

A. Wave-particle interaction

In a tokamak magnetic configuration, the gyrating particle motion usually expressed in
the space and momentum coordinates [x,p] is reformulated in the action angle coordinates [J,(j>].
A convenient action-angle variables set in a uniform field is given in Ref. 37. This set can be
adapted to the present case of a magnetic field varying only in direction x orthogonal to the field
direction z. We use the following transformation [x,p] -> [J,<|>]:
' J l = - 2 e i b [(Px+eyB(x))2+py2]
= p y + exBo
_ J 3=Pz

* = arctgf ^

=

"dB~

4>3=|jft+cte

where B 0 =B(x 0 ) is the central magnetic field of the tokamak. In this expression, subscript 1 is
thus linked to the cyclotron degree of freedom, subscript 2 to the transverse guiding centere
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motion, and subscript 3 to the motion along the magnetic field. Jj is proportional to the
magnetic moment [i= m v / 2BQ and <t>i=c>c is the cyclotron phase. The related pulsations are

I

the cyclotron frequency a>\= coc, 002= 0 and 033=
The Fourier expansion of the perturbed hamiltonian on the [J,<(>] variables is an
expansion on the cyclotron harmonics (p) and on the toroidal harmonics. Assuming the toroidal
axisymmetry, the toroidal harmonics are treated independently. Thus the hamiltonian
decomposition is completed by a decomposition on cyclotron harmonics p. The detailed
expression of the hN coefficients of Eq. (3) is given in appendix A.

B. 1-D slab Geometry and Sampling
We use a one dimensional tokamak slab geometry. The plasma is confined in the slice
-a<x<+a of a tokamak of major radius Ro and of minor radius a, the confining magnetic field
follows: B(x)= Bo/(l+x/Ro) and temperature and density profile parameters are given in table I.
Extremalisation of the sampled version of the functional (2) along each coefficient Axi*, Ayi*,
Azj*, Ui* leads to a 4N system of differential equations that is written in a matrix form (8). To
respect the diagonal structure of the matrix M, the 4N rows of the unknown vector X are linked
to the sampled field A x , A y , Az, U following:
A x0 A y0 A z0 Uo

A x i A y i Azi Ui etc...

The complete expression used in the VICE code is given in appendix B. The contribution of
each cyclotron harmonic p is contained in a separate functionnal LP. Here, we perform the
truncation of all Lp terms to the same (given) order. A numerical limitation appears however,
since for very high order of Larmor radius expansion, the validity of the finite difference
becomes questionable because of the high order derivatives involved.
An exponential decay of the edge plasma density is assumed in order to guaranty a
vanishing contribution of the particle functionnal on the first and last cells. The wall is then
assumed to be fully conducting, such that edge conditions read: Bj. wall = 0, E// w a l p 0. In the
present 1-D geometry, this gives: A y = Az = 0, Ax and U free. Careful attention must be given to
the exact expression of the equations written in edge cells, in order to insure the stability of the
M matrix inversion. The derivatives in first cell were approximated as follows:
- the first order derivative of Ax is given by 3xAx]j = (Ax]2 - A J
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- in order to avoid severe numerical difficulty, the first order derivative 3XU] i must not
use the value of \JX. The best remaining possibility is then to approximate it by derivative
evaluated at position 2+'/2: 9 x AJi = 3 x AJ 2 +i/ 2 = (U3-U2)/Ax.
- the second order derivative 3x2U]i is approximated by its centred value at position 2,
3X2U]2=(U3-2U2+Ui)/Ax2.
The equations written for cell 1 are finally given by:
co A x i - i (U3-U2)/Ax = 0
Ayl=0
coA z i+k//Ui=O
.co (Ax2-Axi)/Ax - i (U3-2U2+U])/Ax2 = 0
- A pattern strictly symmetrical is used for expression of derivative in last cell: to obtain
equation for last cell, one just formally replaces 1 by N, 2 by N-l and 3 by N-2.
The edge coupling of the FW to the other propagation modes is a complex picture. The
present 1-D treatment itself is a severe restriction, because it ignores any coupling to the surface
waves propagating along the y or z direction. Nevertheless, it allows the coupling of the FW to
any possible 1-D propagation mode.
In mode conversion regions, where the space dependence of the field amplitude Eo(x) is
not negligible compared to the wave length, the W.K.B. analysis 3x<=>ikx and 3z<=>ik// is no more
valid (k(x) is the wave vector ). Since we keep in the present 1-D approach the W.K.B.
approximation in the z-direction 9z<=>ik//(x), we must also assume that k// does not vary in space
k//(x)=k/Xxo), in order to guaranty the commutativity between dx and dz. Note here that we kept
the same slab plasma geometry [x, y, z] as the one used for the fluid approach in a previous
work5.

Careful attention must also be paid to the antenna current sampling. The extremalisation
of the antenna functionnal leads to the right hand side I of matrix Eq. (8):
§A*

=

" Jam arid

gjj*

= pant

where the continuity equation div (j^,) + icop^, = 0 must be fulfilled. The I vector is given by the
radial profile of the antenna current. Assuming an ICRF antenna for instance, the current is
taken along y-direction. Physically, the current is located at the very surface of the antenna strap
for which a good description involves a Dirac distribution j a n t = Io 8(xant - x). But, in the sampled
space and in the finite difference scheme used here, such a current distribution leads to a field
amplitude indetermination, as a non zero current introduced only on one node leads to a field
amplitude that numerically depends on the mesh size Ax. However, as the field phase and the
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polarisation vector are not affected when Ax is varied, and as all the problem is linearized, the
final field amplitude can always be adjusted a posteriori. The comparison between the various
toroidal modes remains a difficulty. In the following, one assumes that the current flowing in
the antenna for each toroidal mode number N=k// / RO is the one given by the Fourier analysis
of the antenna currents, the corresponding field being computed with the same mesh size Ax.
Such an approach favours the analysis of the presence of possible cavity modes 11 . An
alternative approach, closer to ray-tracing calculations, would be to assume that the damped
power in each toroidal mode N is the one given by the Fourier analysis of the antenna power.
These assumptions, of course, play a significant role on the power partitionning results. A selfconsistent full wave treatment including both plasma and antenna description is required to
properly answer such a question.
For the present M matrix sizes, only the non zero diagonal terms are stored, in order to
optimise memory and CPU time (see Eq. 8). The inversion is achieved through a LU-like
decomposition5. In a first (forward) iteration, matrix M is transformed in an upper trigonal
matrix and the second (backward) iteration explicits directly the solution vector X. This is a
Gauss technique specifically adapted to a multidiagonal matrix structure. With an expansion to
p in Larmor radius, the number of operations is 2N(4p+3)2 and is linear with the number N of
rows of the matrix.

C. Code validation
In a certain number of chosen cases, the results of the V I C E code have been
successfully compared with an equivalent "cold plasma description" 1-D full wave. In order to
be fully consistent, the kinetic effects were suppressed in the VICE code by taking vanishing
temperature values (T-»0). It was then possible to check the expected "cold plasma" properties
of the fast wave such as:
i) FW wave length in situations adequate for W.K.B. evaluation,
ii) field exponential decay at cut off,
iii) ratio between left and right-hand polarised components in the k,, -> 0 limit,
iv) cancellation of the circular-polarisation in the direction of ion rotation on a first
cyclotron harmonic and ICRH minority heating effect.
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In order to check the validity of the hot plasma Larmor Radius (LR) expansion, we
performed an analytical comparison, in the W.K.B limit, of the functionnal expression derived
in the hamiltonian approach and in the dielectric tensor approach. A functionnal can indeed be
derived using the dielectric tensor K by:
JPan=g^

= a (-icoA - 3XU)

We thus can write:

fj**

=(Kij-5ij)(eoa)2Aj-i(oeoajU)

(17)

Using (17), in the W.K.B. limit "9x<=>-ikj_", one shows that the complete functionnal LR
expansion of L is equivalent in the "Full Wave" and in the hot plasma dielectric tensor
approach. However, at a given order of the LR expansion, the truncation of the dielectric tensor
is equivalent in (17) to a truncation of the functionnal L, but not to the functionnal L deduced
from (5) with a truncated perturbed hamiltonian 8H. But the truncation of L does not respect the
hermicity of the functionnal, required to insure a positive absorbed power, though the truncation
of 8H does it. In such a case, the full wave and hot plasma W.K.B. description no more lead to
the same hot plasma propagation modes. A correct description of higher order modes with a
dielectric tensor approach thus necessitates additionnal terms38.

For a numerical comparison of the full wave and the W.K.B. results, we use data
processing "time-frequency" techniques. Processing the field calculated by the full wave code,
these techniques deliver a diagram of the space dependence of the wave length X for each
present mode. This diagram X(x), named hereafter ?L-gram, is directly comparable to the solution
of the dispersion equation in the W.K.B. approach. A ?i-gram is similar to a spectrogram where
time and frequency coordinates are replaced by the space coordinate and by the wave length X.
This is sometimes refered as a colour-distance transformation. Several time-frequency
techniques

were compared here such as Gabor transformation (running FFT), Wigner-Wille

transformation, wavelet analysis, etc... A specific difficulty comes from the fact that the
problem requires a great frequency resolution over a large range of frequencies. We selected
here two distinct methods: a Gabor transformation and a more sophisticated wavelet analysis.

On Fig. 4, away from the mode conversion layer, the W.K.B. approach remains justified
and a good comparison is found between the X,-gram obtained through the full wave calculation
and the solution of the hot tensor dispersion equation. The lower wave vector mode is the usual
fast wave mode and the shorter wave length mode is a hot plasma branch, so called Ion
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Bernstein wave (IBW). The wave lengths are found equivalent by the two methods. Note here
that such a comparison was done using a LR expansion truncation (at the 3 r d order) of both L
and K, for sake of simplicity.
It is important to remind here that in the LR expansions coefficients a^pk of the
functionnal L, the ak coefficients are themselves proportionnal to the Fried & Conte function
Z(£nj), where the ^n>j argument depends on various parameters (see Appendix B). For instance,
close to the cyclotron layer "ncocj" associated with harmonic n and species j , the aic(^nj)pk
contribution can become stronger than the contribution of another non resonant species even for
lower order in LR. Obviously, the complete ordering in p and ^n>j depends also crucially on the
location in plasma. In a full wave code designed for a global field calculation in the plasma, a
multi-parameter expansion on p and £nj is impossible. The only remaining alternative is to
repeat the calculation for increasing values of the highest LR order (kmax) kept, hoping that the
wave length of hot modes will converge. Globally, this is verified, but the wave length of a
given IBW stabilises rather slowly with increasing kmax. This is not a surprise, since the
introduction of additional LR order terms implies the description of new IBW modes that
couple to the lower order modes. This is another consequence of the physical limit of the
Larmor radius expansion validity itself. The underlying difficulty here is that the interaction
between high energy particles and short wave length modes is not correctly described with an
expansion of the particle motion near its guiding center. Taking into account of the detailed 3-D
trajectory becomes necessary but this is far beyond the frame of this work.

IV) RESULTS FOR ABSORBED POWER AND TIME CORRELATION
A. PDP Code Validation Exercice

The VICE code has been successfully benchmarked on the 6 ITER cases suggested by
the European Coordinating Commitee on Fast Wave5. Plasma parameters of these 6 cases are
given in table II. The power partitioning on different species found by VICE is in good
agreement with 2-D Full Wave and Ray tracing codes 40 ' 41 (see table III). In such strong
damping cases, the power partitioning of the FW is weakly modified taking into account all
polarisations, and the detailed interaction describing the hot plasma modes. The absorbed power
fractions are found to be weakly sensitive to higher order terms. Field and power profiles
calculated by VICE in case 3 are shown on Fig. 3.
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B. electrons / 3rd deuterium cyclotron harmonic on Tore Supra and JET
The present version of the VICE code allows the calculation of ion absorption at high
harmonics (n<4). We are thus able to address the problem of competition between the direct FW
damping on electrons and, for instance, a third ion cyclotron harmonic. This occured in JET and
Tore Supra tokamaks in some Fast Wave Electron Heating (FWEH) scenarios. In these
experiments, the heating frequency and the magnetic field were chosen so that the fundamental
COCH layer

and the

2(0CH

layer are located out of the plasma, respectively on the high and low

field sides. In this configuration, the

3G)CD

layer crosses the center of the discharge. On Tore

Supra, an efficient electron heating was observed and no evidence of central ion acceleration
was found42'43. On JET, however, strong suprathermal deuterium tails where detected, revealing
the fundamental role played by the third harmonic damping44'45.

Calculation of power deposition profiles were performed using the VICE code for the
Tore Supra #18805 and JET #35320 shots and are presented on Fig. 4.b (simulations performed
using the heated plasma parameters45). Including the experimental launched k// spectra, the code
predicts an absorption of 77% on bulk electrons in Tore Supra, whereas it is only of 35% in the
similar JET discharge. Note moreover that this calculation does not include the presence in JET
of the Deuterium tail that would obviously enhance the ion absorption.

The absorbed power spectrum is obtained in 2 steps: first, the full wave code calculates
the damped power for a unit antenna current exciting each k//. The resulting power spectrum, we
refer as the "absorbed" spectrum, is displayed on Fig. 4.a. Note that the broadening of the
evanescent region separating the antenna from the FW propagating region is responsible for the
filtering effect observed at high k//. Then, the final partitionning is obtained by multiplying this
"absorbed" spectrum by the "launched" spectrum given by the Fourier analysis of the antenna
currents. The "launched" spectrum of four staps A2 antennas on JET

(OTCTCO phasing)

definitely

favors the low k// contribution and thus the ion absorption, when the dipole Tore Supra
"launched" spectrum matches the Landau resonance condition required for the direct damping
of FW on electrons. In the Tore Supra case of Fig. 4.a, cavity modes are visible. This is an
additionnal indication of a lower singlepass absorption regime of Tore Supra. A higher
singlepass regime is found in JET, explained by the higher plasma temperature that also favors
the deuterium third harmonic absorption. The full wave VICE code thus globally confirms the
interpretation of the Tore Supra / JET discrepancy for FWEH that was given earlier5.
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C. Hot plasma mode and fast wave mode conversion description
The VICE code allows us to compute the field of short wave length modes and the fast
wave mode conversion can thus be completely followed numerically, in this 1-D frame. In the
ICRF range, FW mode conversion to a hot plasma mode may occur near a 2-ion hybrid layer or
near any cyclotron resonance layer. The VICE code proved reliable in those different cases. On
Fig. 4, we show results of the field calculation in Tore Supra with a conversion layer at the
centre of the plasma. On the X.-gram comparing the field and the W.K.B. dispersion equation
solution, the short wavelength hot plasma branch appears clearly. Note again here that the LR
truncation was performed on the functionnal L for a correct comparison with the W.K.B.
method. On Fig. 5, the space evolution of the field amplitude kj_-spectrum in shown near the
conversion region: the power transfer from the FW to the IBW also clearly appears.
A comprehensive study of mode conversion in bounded plasmas has been carried out27
using the VICE code. The main conclusion of this study is that cavity mode effects play a
predominant role in the mode conversion scheme. The full-wave calculation thus appears
crucial for a correct determination of conversion coefficient.

D. Time-correlation of emission data
In the preceeding sections, we have shown that the full wave VICE delivers reliable
results concerning rf absorption in hot plasmas. Let us now turn back to the deconvolution of rf
plasma emission measured by 2 probes (A) and (B). In order to compute directly the correlation
(15), one needs to know the experimental current densities j A and j B in the 2 probes. Without
this data, the determination of the correlation spectra is not possible. Nevertheless, it is possible
to access the self-correlation of a single probe for a given frequency :
CAA = I J 7Cj(x)dx
j

The sum concerns all plasma species and the integration is performed on the radial dimension.
On Fig. 6, we compare the JCJ radial profiles with the absorption coefficient derived by the
energy approach5. Note that the fluid calculation is valid here since no cut-off nor conversion
layer is present. We recover in 7tj profile the usual physics involved (cyclotron layers, electron
interaction,...) and we check that the contribution of each species in the correlation C A A is very
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similar to their contribution in the emission/absorption coefficients given by the fluid
calculation.
In order to calculate the self-correlation spectrum, the adequate frequency dependence of
the detected current jA(w) is required. In abscence of such an experimental data, we perform
here a self-correlation calculation assuming abruptly a flat frequency dependence: JA(CO)=1. The
resulting spectrum is then compared to the energy flux emission spectrum derived from the fluid
approach (Fig. 7). If the exact j A (o) frequency dependence were used, the self-correlation
spectrum would coincide with the power spectrum calculated through the fluid approach. We
simply underline here that the complete analytical and numerical tools necessary for the
interpretation of experimental correlation are now available.
An experimental input is then required to go further. A first step useful for testing this
data processing would be to measure the rf voltage in a probe located close to a plasma
containing fast ions. Note that those fast ions should preferably not be created by an ICRF
process, since the presence of the multi-megawatt heat wave would alter seriously the
interpretation46. From this voltage e(t), the current j(co) can easily be evaluated, giving the input
for the estimation iteration process (Fig. 1). It is then necessary, for a quantitative comparison to
the "experimental" correlation, to include in the calculation the frequency and k/t responses of
the probe itself. An adequate frequency range for these measurements was found5 to be situated
around the first cyclotron harmonics (ne{2, 3,4}) of the considered fast ions. For higher
frequencies, a large number of cyclotron layers are simultaneously present in the plasma and the
radiation detected at the edge of the plasma does not give a clear information concerning the
central emitters. An additional experimental suggestion was to select the detected k/, values, for
instance with the help of correlation between probes toroidally distributed. Thus, the selection
of low k// modes should allow to minimise the electron contribution to the radiated field.

V) CONCLUSION

The development of a diagnostic allowing the detection of alpha particles is a necessity
for the control of a thermonuclear fusion reactor. We propose to use the radiation emitted by the
plasma in the radiofrequency band [10-500MHz]. In a preceding paper and with the help of an
energy equation including the description of the various physics phenomena involved5, we have
shown that precise information concerning alpha particles can be extracted from the radiated
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power provided a proper choice of specific frequency and k// window. Two weak points still
exist with this first approach: the energy description failed to produce direct information
concerning the density of alpha particle and the WKB description used also failed in realistic
situations involving resonances and cut-offs of the wave vector, as well as coupling between the
fast wave and the short wave length modes.
Taking into account precisely the hot plasma effects in the mode description requires a
complete full wave resolution of the rf field that, in addition to the local rf energy density, gives
the local phase of the field. This calculation was done solving the Maxwell Vlasov system of
equations which governs the interaction between the electromagnetic field and the particle
distribution functions. We have used here the variational formulation proposed by Samain7 and
previously applied in the ALCYON code. Here, we deliberately stress on the details of the
wave -plasma interaction to the detriment of the 2-D geometry: The VICE code is a 1-D fullwave code computing all the field polarisations and including a high order finite Larmor radius
expansion of the wave-particle interaction hamiltonian (up to p in the present version). This
expansion can be extended as far as desired. In the frame of a 1-D geometry description, the
VICE code can thus be used for rf heating wave absorption calculations, allowing fast full-wave
calculations of power deposition profiles and partitioning in complex heating scenarios
involving high order cyclotron harmonics interaction, hot plasma waves with possible mode
conversion effects.

The knowledge of the wave phase gives access to a much more detailed information
concerning the emitting distribution function. We show in this paper the way to access moments
of the distribution function with the use of a time correlation of rf probes and interpreted by
means of a full-wave code. This work leads to the proposal for new experiments giving the tools
for their interpretation. We believe that such experiments should demonstrate the feasibility of a
routine diagnostic for the central alpha density measurement through rf detection. Using a
complete set of probes distributed all around the plasma, the reconstruction of the emitting
distribution function becomes very similar to a standard inverse problem47. The interpretation of
such experimental data would involve a 2-D or 3-D full-wave calculation, and the use of the
iterative techniques currently applied for the solving of inverse problems.
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APPENDIX A : Expansion of the hamiltonian on the cyclotron harmonics

The complex amplitude H = - e v.A + eU of the pertubed Hamiltonian 5H is expanded
as:

H = X H p eip<t>c
p

The particle motion is described as: x = x g + xc> where x g is the guiding center location and x c is
the cyclotron motion:
xc =

/ p cos <|>c \
p sin <|>c

I

dx

and

0 )

-rfdt

=

/ - p coc sin <])c \
P w c c o s <|>c

I

0

)

W quote in the following: cos= cos <|>c, sin= sin <j>c and vj_ = pcoc. In the following, we mention
two equivalent methods leading to the Larmor radius expansion of the hamiltonian.

1- Direct Taylor expansion
The fields A and U are expanded in Taylor series around the guiding center location xg
as:
A(xg+xc) = A(xg) + X H [xc.3x]kA

(Al)

k>0

where [xc.8x]k designates the kth symbolic power of operator x c .3 x . In the present 1-D model,
the fields depend only on one space variable x and it comes:

£ A
The hamiltonian amplitude then reads:

H = - ev ± I ^ (cosn.sin 8"AX) + ev± I £J (cos(n+1) 3xnAy) + e I ^
n

n

cosn.3" (U-V//A//)

n

Expressing cos11, cos11 sin and cos(n+1) with the functions E p = exp(ipc|>c), the desired hamiltonian
expansion can be written. We introduce a matrix notation where:
i) columns refer to the power n of Larmor radius p (from top to bottom n=[4,3,2,l,0]),
ii) rows refer to the power p of E (from left to right p=[0, s, 2e,3e] where e=+ 1 ).
The hamiltonian expansion up to order p3 then reads:
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96

/H4e\
H3e
H = H 2£
=e
He

16

A2)

V

(U-V//A//)

Given the expansion up to order p, the expansion up to order p+1 is obtained by adding a
column and a row in (A2): the first non zero term in harmonic H£(p+2) appears, and a new term
is also added in each preceding harmonics.

2- Pseudo Fourier Method
Expression (A2) can also be derived in expanding the fields as A(x g +x c ) = A(x2) e^ k.xCj
where k = k ex is along x-direction. Using an expansion on Bessel functions, the H p coefficients
of the Hamiltonian are derived as:
Hp = e

- ?f Qv.x A. + JJpp+I

where A+ = A x ± i A y . The expansion of the bessel functions on u=kj_p and the substitution
"ik± <=
;> 9X" lead to (A2).
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APPENDIX B : Extremalisation of the Functionnal

The three space coordinates of the vector potential A are quoted:
Ck = Axk

D k = Ayk

Ek = A z k

and:

where indexes (k,l) will be omitted.

Extremalisation of the Maxwellian functionnal L m a x gives:

-Tir

l

—f moE k -

I(«2

=

M0
N
1

M-0 ' ' " "

k=lL
=

2, ~

•r

k=i

Dk

HO

M-10 *-k +

w>

£0°°

u

00 +

L

^ k + to^O^// M-00 u k

M-20
HO

J

N
o u r

2

0 10

k=i

k

00

M-20

%

where u<> = 4TC 10"7 is the vacuum permittivity and e0 Hoc2=l and c=3.10 8 .

We write the particular functionnal (5) as a sum over species j as:
- Y C T 1
+ I 2
'-part- Z, \ ^part "*" ^part
J

T

where
n e 2 IU(x)l2 ,

^dxand

,

T2
L
Dart
part

L

=" J I « V 4 . M , . , . * . T ( 2 7 C )

dxd

P

Its extremalisation reads:
SL

5L

part

n

5Ci* ~
1

5Ui*

vU

pan

8Di* ~

5 L
n
wU

part

8Ei*

N r
n y x \ e 2
= X
dX Vr,, s' Pk Pi Ul(

where nj5 Tj and ej are the density, the temperature and the charge of species j .
2

We also write: L

4

= X Lp> and extremalisation of L p necessitates the evaluation of the
p=0

integral:
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where the notation "v//." is abusive and means that the factor v// must be placed inside the
integral. In expression (Bl), factors a = $x . (pi)Kpr are derived from the Larmor radius
expansion (A2) of the perturbed hamiltonian and are given in table IV. Introducing the notation
m
' ^ r s ' t n e extremalisation of each L p reads:
rs = Ks+
rs =
8L4
8Q* :

k=l
N

SL4

C k + g343 D k

= X i
k=l

8L4

8E,*~ °'

8U1

-= 0

D k - i m332 (U k - v//E k )
D k + g| 2 (U k - v// E k )
8L3

8D1*
8L3

-V//

Ck

X

. 1 .k

Lsu,*J

D k + g333 (U k - v,i E k )

=X

(U k - v ;/ E k )
(g221+2g23) (U k -v//E k )

"SLjJ
SDj*

JX i (m22+m22) Ck + (g22+2g22) D k

8L2
.8U]*J

(U k - V// E k )

- i(m|04*nJ04inJ24m52)(Uk-v// Ek)
8Lj

= Xi[mi

[g0O+3g02+3g2O+9g22]Dk

k

"SLT
8D!*
L8Ui*J

+

(gl 1 O + g3O +3 g!2 +3 g 3 2)( U k- V //

8Q*
~~

X

k)

(gi1!+gJ3+g31+g313)(Uk-v//Ek)

X
L 1 JK

Q

E

0
3

0
^

0
^

0
k

,0

Ek)
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Ek)

.if

Expression of the integrals :
The non perturbed distribution expression fo is expressed in [x,p] coordinates as:

r (px+eyB(x))2 + Pv2^ {
fo(x,p) = Cexp\J
^
2mT(x)

ti\
J

and integral (Bl) becomes:

J
where I /;

and

I_LP(OL,

^

^

r
x Pk ^

P,

(B2)

a ) designate respectively integrals on the parallel and perpendicular

velocity, that can be reformulated as:

• Parallel integral:
co

To

2k//
where Z(^)= - J e' u 2 /(u-£) du

designate the Fried & Conte function, T{%) = dZ/d^ and

• Perpendicular Integral:
M a p , ap) = pp pp [2 m T(x)] M/2 r(M/2+l)

(B3)

00

where M = K^+K^ and T(W2+l) = 2 Ji<M+1) exp(-r2) dr is the gamma function.
0

Complete expression of integral (Bl) is thus:
dx

TW ^ P P i P P t 2 m T ( x )l M / 2 ^ ^ 2 + ! > ? x p k ^xpi

(B4)

^+K^ It is important to note that the notation \fi. X does not designate here a usual
where M=K^+K^.
multiplication or scalar product but was introduced in order to facilitate the extremalisation of
the functionnal.
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APPENDIX C : Expression of the Correlation
The correlation (15) is written as a sum over cyclotron harmonics p and over species j as:
Cab = A - I I j dx ^ ( x )
•"•aco^bto n

where

^ = J dp f/p) (a, b p * + a.p b.p*)

j

In the following we also use:

lip = X 7tPj

»

^j = X ^pj

j

P

and we write:
(V//)k <£ XY= I

mj

} 27CV1. d v ± (V//)k f.( Vx , V// ) c{, a ; 5(co-pcoCJ+k//V//) (d[ X d[
=

and

m

rs = a rs " < s

We note here :

f

and

IE

Coefficient 114 then reads:

D a ). Cb*+ (i m^3 Ca

I E J [EJ
D a ). Db*

Coefficients 113, U2, U\ and no can be obtained using the extremalisation of the particular
functionnal given in appendix B and performing the formal substitutions :
X,*

X a X b *,

n ->-^c*+^D*+^E*

Note that expression of integrals g, m and X is not given here by (B4) but reads:

vj- <£ XY= U / K p I ±p (a p , ap (d[ X 3^ Y )

(Cl)

The perpendicular integral is unchanged and still given by (B3) where ppr>s is given by the table
IV but the parallel integral becomes:
TK

J//p =
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Table I: ICRF heated (minority) Tore Supra plasma parameters. Central electronic density is
ne=4.241019m~3. Central magnetic field Bo=3.8T, major radius Ro=2.28m, minor radius
a=0.72m. Radial profile of X is given by: X(p) = (Xcentral-Xedge)(l-p2ot)9 + Xedge where p=r/a and r
is the current minor radius.

Te= T D =T H (central, edge) keV

(5,1)

(or, qr)

(1,1)

T H fast(//) (central, edge) keV

(100, 10)

TH fast(-L) (central, edge) keV

(300, 10)
(1,8)

(aj, q-r)
3

19

no (central, edge) m"

(4 10 , 1 1019)

nH

0.05 *nD

(a n , qn)
nH fast (central, edge) m"

(1,1)
(0.01*n Dcentral =2 10 16 ,0)

(a n , qn)

(1,8)
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5

Cases of the Power deposition code validation exercice achieved for an

ITER plasma (B0=6T, Ro=7.75m, a=3m, Te(p)=TD=TT=(19-.O5)(l-p2)+.O5 (keV), ne(p)=(1.4.8)(l-p 2 )- 26 +.8 (10 2 0 m- 3 ), nT=ne/1.4, n D =n e /3.5, no impurity content. See Ref. 5 for
more details.

Case
1

Scenario frequency (MHz) N = k (D ant R ant
FWCD

2

20

21

-

42

3

COCD

45.8

21

4

-

-

42

5

2cocr

61

21

-

42
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table III: Power partitionning (electron/deuterium/tritium) computed with several codes in
cases of table II. The VICE code (grid mesh dx=6mm) predicts a power partitionning in good
agreement with the final partitioning given by other codes. ALCYON (Ref. 8) is a 2-D fullwave code, BRAYCOH (Ref. 40) is a 3-D ray tracing code, and FELICE (Ref. 41) is a 1-D fullwave code including a finite Larmor radius expansion. Concerning the fluid code SINGLE, the
figure given is the partioning at first pass of the ray. Other codes have also been run of these
ITER parameters and gave similar predictions (Ref. 5).

case
ALCYON
BRAYCOH
FELICE

100/0/0
100/0/0
100/0/0

100/0/0
100/0/0
100/0/0

100/0/0

100/0/0

66/32/2
74/26/0
75/24/0

74/26/0
73/27/0
72/28/0

18/2/80
17/E/82
22/E/78

57/1/42
55/E/44
69/E/30

17/0.6/82

71/0.5/28

VICE
SH^p2
5H^p3
"Singlepass":
(SINGLE)

72/26/1

71/29/0.1

13.5/3/83.5

75/25/e
43/0/0

53/0/0

30/17/0

65/48/0

12/0.6/88

64/0.6/35
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table IV : Coefficients

7

derived from the Larmor radius expansion of the perturbated

hamiltonian and appearing in integrals (Bl). e and m designate charge and mass of species j ,
and B is the confining magnetic field.

pp

pKpr

p=0
p=l

r=0

r=l

epO
2m

P1

r=2

1
2mB

P

2B

P1

1

p=2
p=3

4mB

P

4eB2
1
16meB 2
2

r=3
1

2

p2

A

16me 2 B 3

P

^
P

16e2 B 3

P

1

8eB 2
16meB 2

»p

48 me 2 B 3
48e 2 B 3

v

A

p3

1

p=4

96 me 2 B 3

v

4
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Figure Captions
FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental data processing. The emitting distribution
function parameters are estimated through a comparison between an instrumental correlation
and the correlation calculated with the help of the VICE full-wave code.
FIG. 2: The field is calculated in a Tore Supra plasma (B0=4T at R0=2.28m) in an ICRF
(f=57MHz, k/^lm" 1 ) minority heating scenario D(H10%). Central temperatureTec=TDC= 6keV,
electron central density n= 6.1019 m' 1 . On the plot (logscale) of the field E(-), the conversion of
the FW to the shorter wave length IBW at the cyclotron resonance layer. This conversion is also
visible on the X,-gram (kjL versus R) of the field, where the black line is the W.K.B. dispersion
equation solution. The k-gram is calculated with either Gabor transformation (running FFT) or
wavelet analysis.
FIG. 3: Results of the Full-Wave VICE code on case 3 of table II (dH->p 2 ). For reference, the
wave vector derived from the dispersion equation expanded accordingly as: K—>p2 is also
displayed. In this Deuterium first harmonic heating scenario, electron absorption competes
strongly with Deuterium absorption.
FIG. 4 Scenario of direct Fast Wave electron heating with third Deuterium cyclotron harmonic
at the center of the plasma on Tore Supra #18805 and JET #35320 dischages. a) The k//
spectrum of total power coupled to plasma exhibits cavity modes effects in Tore Supra: this is
also consistent with a lower ion absorption, b) The profiles of power absorbed show that the
absorption is in favor of ion absorption in the JET discharge, whereas it is in favor of electron in
the similar Tore Supra discharge.
FIG. 5: Energy profile as a function of the wave vector kj_ and for successive spatial locations
(see Fig. 4) from left to right. The Bernstein Mode birth appears clearly through the progressive
energy transfert from Fast Wave to shorter wave length mode. This was performed with two
time frequency methods used : Gabor transformation and wavelet analysis.
FIG. 6: Profiles of the Ttj contribution to the autocorrelation. As a comparison, the absorption
coefficient profile BCT derived from a fluid approach is also displayed. Tore Supra plasma :
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D(H5%) nec=5.1019 m-3, Tec=TDc=5keV with ICRF heated minority ions H(300keV), f=100MHz,
k/plrrr 1 , dx=6mm.
FIG. 7: Auto-correlation spectrum CAA(a>) computed by the full wave technique for a constant
probe current ja(co)=l. Plasma parameters of Fig. 6. The power spectrum computed through
fluid approach is also mentionned.
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